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IDENTIFICATION OF FERMENTATIONS BY POLYNOMIAL METHODS

D. RIBOT

Laboratoire d'Automatique et d'Analyse des Systémes du C.N.R.S.

Institut National des Sciences Appliquées - TOULOUSE - France

 

The measure of the state variables of a fermentation

(biomass and substrate concentration) is always liable

to error. It is possible to reconstitute well enough

the rates of their variations during a transient state,

by a polynomial smoothing. By calculation of the deri-

vative polynomial, the values of the growth rate HM and

the global conversion rate R. at each moment can be de-

duced.The fermentation parameters are then identified

through 2 linear smoothings.

The method is tested with data obtained by simulation

and given purposely noisy (known parameters). It is

applied in order to determine the growth parameters

of a continuous fermentation.

The advantage of this direct method upon the usual

sequential techniques is its rapidity and its small

occupation of the central memory of the computer.

It can be applied to continuous or discontinuous fer-

mentation.
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Introduction

The optimization of a fermentation, which is the purpose of the automation of

the process by a computer, can be faced with 2 different methods :

- methods of extremal control ; the computer looks for the extremum in a sequen-

tial way and without any information but criterion measures,

- research methods using models.

In this last case, the process is generally represented by a system of differen-

tial equations which show the state variables (concentration in biomass, substrate

etc....) the control variables (dilution rate, substrate feeding, aeration, ...) and

some characteristic parameters of the used strain.

The resolution of the problem set by the identification of the parameters of the

fermentation model will be developed here.

I - Fermentation Model

Our studies in automatic control, carried out with the collaboration of the bio-

chemists of the Laboratoire de Génie Biochimique in Toulouse (France) dealt with con-

tinuous fermentation of yeasts on n-alcan. The culture conditions have been fixed so

that the fermentor presents an excess in oxygen. The only limitation comes from the

substrate concentration.

The equations representing the fermentation are obtained by striking the balance

of the substances which appear or disappear according to biological or physical phe-

nomena.

They deal with :

- yeasts concentration = X

- carbon substrate concentration = S

Se cp - vx (1)

dt

growth rate of microorganisms=F
u

D = dilution rate of fermentor

X
Era ye Male (2)

F = substrate feeding rate

mae consumption rate of substrate with growth rate = 0

or maintenance coefficient

Ma = maximal yield

The global biological yield is moreover defined as follows :

Ws eeeRo (3)
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or

2, = ee (4)
m alte
c ¥

c

We have shown that for weak values of S, the growth rate must be represented

= ante (5)

AX— +]

Ss

: : x
But for important concentrations of substrate, a part s of the global concentra-

tion which takes place alone in the growth must be distinguished. We were able to

establish that s* was linked to 8 by a saturation type law :

s.8 |
* _usan
OS fis Si

sat

which leads to a general model

 

He Pn en
AX(S + S, )

at +1

s.5
s at

We shall afterwards adopt a vectorial notation for the representation of the sys-

tem characterized by equations (1) and (2).

X
Y= state vector

D
U= control vector

F

Mm
A

q = lg parameters vector

— sat

Y
€

m
€

ak
N...
— dt

dS

dt

2 - Generalities on Identification

Identification is a means of calculation of the parameters values which take pla-

ce in the growth-rate model Pan A, Ss ) and in mass-balance equations of fermen-
sat

tation (ms Y.)- This work can be done OFF-LINE,after experimentations, or ON-LINE

in the case of a real-time determination of the characteristic values of the fer-

mentation, especially in the case of an optimization of the digital control of the 
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process (1) . In the last case, the methods to be used must be economical in real

time and in memory occupation, in order to be easily integrated into the software

of the computer connected with the process.

Several identification methods of non-linear systems have been developed and

applied to fermentation processes E28 SEES 51, They are hardly different in their

principle, which follows :

Be (t) is the measured evolution of the process state during experimentation,

from a state cy) (to Sue te)> the identification problem is to determine, ge-

iw : ” . . . -

nerally by iterative methods, the value of the vector q which minimizes a criterion

Gc (x(t), ¥*(t)) functional of the divergence :
x ®

je (E£) Se) ee) on the horizon Be ei]

The most common criterion, for it is the one with the most interesting analytical

properties, is the quadratic criterion :

C(q) = i feel kl. ee
= je

0

[a]
ae = transposition symbol

matrix defined positive

The identification being realized by numerical computer, and the values y*(t) being

known at precise moments t;, the criterion takes the discrete form :

N

Cay reey) wl6 | eaee
1=1

N = number of measures

In order to calculate the criterion for each iteration, YC) must be known, con-

sequently the integration of the non-linear system (1) and (2) is needed. The non-

linear programmation algorithms generally used (Gradient, Newton, Marquart) lead to

the determination of the criterion gradient in relation with the parameters and-or

to the determination of the matrix of the second derivatives.

The graph of this type of determination is given in figure |.

By applying a method of this type to the resolution of our problem, we are led in

the most simple case of the gradient algorithm to the simultaneous integration of

10 non-linear differential equations (2 state equations, and sensitivity equations).

It cannot possibly be applied to the ON-LINE identification, either for the occupa-

tion of the memory or for the calculation time. We propose a direct method based on

the reconstitution of the real evolutions X(t), S(t) and their derivatives from
& s x x

noisy signals X (t.), 8 (t;). The parameters Mm.» Tu Pr A, 5. are then determi-
at

ned by linear regression.
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3 - Reconstitution of the Evolution of a State-Variable 

Principle

The time functions X(t) and S(t), representing the transient states during the

continuous working, are complex , and it is not possible to shape them into an ana-

lytical form. However, we have noticed that we could liken the variation diagrams

of X or S to polynomials in t :

P(t) ¢ a + ay COG ee an t

Simulations ofthe system for several classical models have shown that a polyno-

mial of grade 5 was conveniently representing the process in all cases : the identi-

fication from points obtained in simulation enables to reconstitute the evolution of

the state with a precision slightly different from 0.5 per cent, whereas the error

in the sensors measurement is superior to 5 per cent.

Before describing the working of the polynomial smoothing, it is necessary to men-

tion two essential remarks :

- The coefficients a; directly depend on the initial conditions and on the values

of the control vector, consequently it is necessary to calculate them for every dif-

| ferent transient state.

- The polynomial approximation does not give a correct representation of a conti-

nuous working preceded by a transient state. We shall consequently limit our study

to transient states, Pe i
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Polynomial smoothing

The determination of the coefficients of a polynomial z(t) being the time smoo-

thing of the observations z (t) is obtained by minimizing the quadratic criterion.

J = M
u (2 (t,) - 2 (t,))?

1i=]

>
ele tlie wie) hi ekawith z (t) = ag 1 5

The minimization of J leads to the resolution of the system

 

N
OJ 5 xRN u 0)=a 2 Ne (a) + at, +... + a, t. 2 (t;))

0 I]

SOCCER HEHEHE EH HEHEHE HEHEHE HH HEHEHE HEHEHE SHH SHH EEE (8)

Od 2 5 Si ae
a = 2 a ts (a, + at temen, 1, ER0

5 i=l

that is to say with

N i z x
Be t t. 2 Khe

i=] i=l

Po pote PS % ay

P eere Q a1 2 6 1 Be
L 2]- SIE A wate aS e zul

Pe Poss . Pio Q. as

The equation system (8) is then represented by the relation :

[re]. 2-9
The matrix [p | being symetric and not singular, the system is solved by the direct

Choleski's method.

Note : The system (8) could have been obtained by using the left pseudo-inverse ma-

matrix : the set of measures at the time t, can be expressed by :

by giving

2 5 v
1 ty Cy sees ie 2 (t,)

2 *Lr]- 1 Ey Eyes, e 2*(t,)

2 5 2
1 ty ty ty z (ty)

The matrix [r] of dimension N,6 is rectangular (N>6 during the identification). By

applying the left pseudo-inverse matrix we are led to multiply both terms of the



GMS

equation by [r] Fo [r] ä [r] a, [r] a a

[P| and Q defined before. We shall mostly use the pseudo-inverse technique for

minimization of this type of quadratic criterion in the following pages.

4 - Identification of the Parameters

By applying the polynomial smoothing method to the state variables, we are ena-

ble to obtain the vectors of coefficient ay and 2 of the polynomial representing

the time variations of X and S during a test. Then we calculate the values X(t;)

s(t,) which are reconstitiyey and the values of in derivatives = €dF(t;) from

the polynomial : Y(t) = a, + 2 ay t+ ose 5 a, Et

The balance equations of fermentation make possible the determination of

ted 1 dX
R(t;) = xr) ‘ae (t,) +D

w(t.) . x (t;)

RL COOa
Dee S(t;) = arty)

Thus we are given a set of characteristic points of the transientstate :

x (t;) Ss (t,) pt, R (t,)

Determination of Parameters m and Xoc
From equation (4) which can be written :

7te cb pd m.

we have

EsR(t) Mit) Da

m(ty) 1
eee GE ) daa
R(ty) Py i

The application of the pseudo-inverse matrix leads to the system

1 p(t)
m N 1 ea El ne
e F A on

y i (t,) (et) | (t,) (t,) ( He)tieecs t 1 t Cee se eee) a5 pt, p (ty A Cty pce, Fx I RC) 
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The matrix PrP [2] and the vector [r]? er are respectively equivalent to matrix
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System (9) is solved by Choleski's method.

N

BR
1=1

om
i=l

p(t ;)

Rice)
x

Sa
i

ca
s

ST
ee

s
ee
e
e
e

2
pe (t;)

Ri (t;)

Determination of the parameters of the growth rate

(9)

a) model in the case of no saturation on the substrate during the reaction.

The pseudo-inverse matrix method gives the result

My 1

Pie Pn AX |
Ss

or

osuli
Km

i 1
Pi)

Le
|ten)

SL
Pm

oe
pm

L

F
e
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e
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1
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b) Model in the case of a saturation

pe

or

by giving :

ae

we have

1
pep

ti

he
KEN)

wa
le
s

|
Z
e
e

 

 

0

1

2

X(t,)

S(t,) x(t?

RER) ‘
N

G2)
S(t, ) N

by applying the pseudo-inverse matrix we get the system :

 

 

N

Go N X(t;)

See
A i=1 S(t )

i
Ae

N

Do pested
i=l

 

 

 

= X(t)

ist 1029)

a Ries)?

i=] s(t.)°
Zz

2
N X(t.)
23 1

i=1 S(t;)

ee

 

 

 

  

a 1
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The direct Choleski's method is again used for this resolution and we get :

ei
9

Thus, by using direct methods, either for the treatment of the noisy signal or

for the determination of the parameters, we have considerably reduced the calcula-

tion time. The use of Choleski's method [5] for the resolution of the different

systems makes possible to use the same sub-program several times during the identi-

fication, and consequently the memory occupation is reduced.

5 - Test of the Identification Method with Results Obtained by Simulation

The identification program has been tested on the basis of results obtained by

simulation. The measured values ge (t;) and s* (t;) are given in table I. The time

smoothing results appear in table II. We can-notice the validity of the 5th grade

polynomial smoothing by comparing the values of X and S in both cases.

 

 

 

 
   

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

      

TIME ÖUTEUN. 1 XS LOST ees
0.009 3, OO) B. 00000
3.000 5,4B13% 7.874642
8.000 5. 98207 ZA)
3.009 6.51185 7.063838
12.009 7.041,61
15.009 Fark %
18.000
21.000
24.000
27.000 9.221838
30.000 9.46973 3.632072

Table _1

AS AXx qleeSel R
ei at at i ”

= 4,9996 S= 7.9997 |DS= .0025 DX= .1579 MU= „19148 RR= .7991
X= 5.4826 S= 7.8742 |DS=- -.0813 DX= .1647 |MU= „19005 RR= .8005
X= 5,9876 S= 7.5383 |DS= -.1386 DX= .1721 MU= „18874 RR= „8881
X= 6.5114 S= 7.0647 |DS= -.1739 0X= 01765 |MU= „18711 RR= 7997
X= 7.9428 S= 6.5129 DS= -.1913 0X= .1763 MU= „18584 RR= .7996
X= 7.5637 S= 5.9310 DS= -.1945 DX= .1785 MU= .18254|RR= .8001
X= 8.0589 S= 5.3571 DS= -.1864 0X= .1586 MU= .17968|RR= .8003
X= 8.5099 S= 4.8212 |DS= -.1695 DX= .1412 MU= .17659|RR= .8891
X= 8.9015 S= 4.3469 DS= -.1456 DX= .1192 MU= .17339 RR= .7997
X= 9.2226 S= 3.9538 |DS= -.1161 DX= .0946 |MU= .17026]RR= .7996
= 9.4688 S= 3.6551 DS= -.0817 DX= .0698 |MU= .16737 RR= .8017
 

 

Table_2
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Figure 2 represents the points which ar transmitted to the identification pro-

gram (+) and graphs X(t) and S(t) which are reconstituted by polynomial smoothing.

Simulation being done for m=0 and in the case of no saturation on the substrate,

parameters san and m do not appear in the results of the identification :

real parameters : identification results

Yen = 0.2 a = 0.200

A = 0.075 A= x0. 755

Y = 0.8 Y2.=20.7939
c €

The errors introduced in the real process by the sensors which measure the con-

centrations X and S, have been represented by superposition of random signals to

the results of the preceding simulation. These data have then been treated by the

identification program and have led to the results which appear in figure 3 and 4.

 

  

x, 6 A

Eu

je

6 3

Identification = ‚200154 4

" m 2 !orssor
Resa Y = .793888

c

oe 5 >
Figure 2
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Relative Measurement Errors Ft

+
Ru = 02%

+
S 02738

Identification Results

Im = ‚199977

A = „075625

N .856247
c 
 

39

Figure 3

v
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Relative Measurement Errors

X : 752
Ss : 3102
Identification results

Hm = -199042
A = .072812

Y = .873002
c 
 

ct0 30

Figure 4
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6 - Results

Our pilot plant unit has only been recently coupled to a PDP 8 computer and FE

has not been possible yet to introduce the identification method in the real time

sofware. However, the computer issues a periodical report (15 mn) of the analysis

of variables X and S on paper tape, which is used in the OFF-LINE identification

of the model parameters.

In figure 5 we can see the polynomial smoothing applied to variable X during a

change in the dilution rate. The values of the obtained parameters are the fol-

lowing

0.212 AiR 0.087 Ss = 1,521
m sat

0.123Y = 1.428 m
c c 

10%

 

  
i Freie Sec 
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Conclusion

The identification method we have developed seems to be quite better than the

classical methods : a shorter computing-time is necessary to produce equally good

results ; studies of the treatment of values obtained by simulation, and purposely

noisy, enables us to check the efficiency of the method thanks to a comparison bet-

ween the parameters of the real system (known in simulation) and the values given

by the program.

The computing-time is saved because throughout the different phases of the iden-

tification process, the same calculation technique is used. It is based on a direct

method, which saves the different useless attempts of the iterative methods and the

integrations of non-linear differential equations.

Moreover, it is a simple method, which does not use any complex formula ; conse-

quently it should not discourage the real-time programmer who often has at his dis-

posal only limited languages for which a decomposition of the formula into a multi-

tude of sub-operations is necessary.

Lastly, we think it is important to notice that our method can be applied without

any modification to the case of an identification of discontinuous fermentations

(D=0, F=0) which are very often to be met in industry.
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